
 2 Magic Size Eye Glasses –
‘big’ and ‘small’ (per child)

 The circular Magic Shape 
Eye Glass from DG47 –
‘medium-sized’ (per child)

 15 objects – 5 different 
objects from around your 
house in 3 different sizes 
(e.g. dolls, teddies, bowls, 
toy cars, spoons, balls, 
plates, clips, paper, books 
and so on)

5–10 minutes

MAGIC SIZE GLASSES

Play ‘Magic Size Glasses’:

Remind your child of the activity using the Magic Shape Eye Glasses (DG47). Tell them there are Magic Eye 
Glasses that help us to see different sizes too. Show them the three Magic Size Eye Glasses (the medium-sized 
one from the previous session and the smaller and bigger ones from this session’s resources). 

Explain: If we look through the small eye glass carefully, it is easy to find the smallest object from a set of objects. 
We can find the biggest object with the biggest eye glass, and the medium-sized object with the medium-sized 
eye glass.

Put out one set of three similar objects in different sizes, for example three differently-sized dolls. Encourage your 
child find the biggest, the smallest and the medium-sized object in the set with the help of each of the three 
Magic Size Eye Glasses. 

Repeat with another two or three sets of three similar objects, one set at a time.

Remove the objects and replace them with a set of three different objects this time – one big, one medium-sized 
and one small (for example, a car, a ball and a teddy). Ask your child to use each Magic Size Eye Glass to identify 
the biggest, the smallest and the medium-sized object from those three. 

Repeat using another two or three sets of three different objects. 

Finally, ask your child if they think that one of the objects you showed them, for example a specific car, will 
always be the smallest or the biggest or the medium-sized one. Agree that it depends on which other objects are 
there and what size they are. Demonstrate this, if necessary – for example by putting the biggest car next to the 
other two cars but also next to two other objects such as a teddy and a ball which are both bigger than the 
biggest car. Then help your child conclude that it is the biggest car of the three cars but the smallest object of 
the other set of objects. 

Your child can apply the concepts of big, small and medium-sized in relation to other objects. 
Your child can identify objects by relative size – big, medium-sized and small.

To recognise size using a given size as a reference 
To look at objects from a novel, abstract perspective
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Cut out each Magic Size Eye Glass separately.
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